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CODE DESCRIPTION 
DIMENSIONS 

L x W x H 
WEIGHT 

30356 3 Ton Rated Towable Trailerised Winch 3570 x 1835 x 1350 1600kg 

2241-0001 Overhead Cable Winch 2241 3500 x 2240 x 2240 980kg 

SAHLINS TRAILERISED WINCHES 
Powerhowse Electric imports and supplies a range of different types of Trailerised Winches that 

are towable and hydraulically operated with variable pulling speed and force. Available to purchase 

or to hire.  

3 Ton Trailerised Sahlins Winch 

This 3T rate Towable Trailerised Winch is a 

hydraulically operated winch with variable 

pulling speed and force. The Winch has 700m 

of 12mm wire rope built into it for hauling. You 

can set a maximum pull force before you start 

your haul and if your haul reaches that weight 

the winch will stop hauling. This winch also has 

a tension recorder built into it so at the end of 

the haul you can download the pulling tension 

for entire haul.   

Operation: Easy operation of in/out, speed 

and gas. The manometer also allows you to set 

the maximum power limit (red pointer) if 

needed. 

Wire: 1000m x 10mm 

Overhead Cable Winch 2241 

An overhead cable winch driven by a petrol 

driven hydraulic power pack. A winch with 

variable control of the pulling force and drum 

speed and is equipped with a negative brake 

function that prevents the line running out 

when stopped. The Line Machine 2241 features 

an integrated cooling fan that provides good oil 

cooling, even with extended and demanding 

usage. 

Features: The drive source is a petrol-

powered hydraulic Power Pack, and all controls 

are located on the left side of the machine. It is 

easy to both load and unload the drum, with 

three positions on the drum frame to guarantee 

the balance of the machine during operation 

and transport – with or without drums. 

 

  


